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Joe Russo says the "hardest part of the job"
of making 'Avengers: Infinity War' was com-
bining all the different Marvel Cinematic

Universe narratives. The next two Avengers
movies have been announced as the end of
Phase 4 in the MCU and the filmmaker - who is
helming the two films with his brother Anthony
Russo - said everything has been leading up to
'Infinity War', but it's a complicated journey.
Speaking to Comicbook.com, Joe said:
"Everything is setting up 'Infinity War'. Every nar-
rative that you have seen in any of the Marvel
movies leading up to this point comes to bear
in some way because all of the characters and
all of the franchises are coming together, bring-

ing their themes and their tone and the things
that motivate the characters are driving them
through this story. It has been the hardest part
of the job for us, is melding all of that together.
But thankfully we got Christopher Markus and
Stephen McFeely working with us. "They are
incredible collaborators. They wrote 'Captain
America: Winter Soldier' for us and 'Civil War'.
Now they're writing both 'Avengers' movies. I
feel like we've got a great Vulcan mind meld
between the two of them, and me and my
brother." 'Avengers: Infinity War' will see the
hero squad - Iron Man (Robert Downey Jr),
Captain America (Chris Evans), Thor (Chris
Hemsworth), The Hulk (Mark Ruffalo), Scarlet

Witch (Elizabeth Olsen), Vision (Paul Bettany),
Black Widow (Scarlett Johansson) and Hawkeye
(Jeremy Renner) - join forces with the Guardians
of the Galaxy. The two teams will have to work
together to fight Thanos, with some help from
newcomers Spider-Man (Tom Holland), Black
Panther (Chadwick Boseman) and the screen
debut of Captain Marvel (Brie Larson). Russo
also revealed at San Diego Comic-Con that
'Infinity War' is currently the longest 'Avengers'
movie so far.

Joe Russo: ‘Avengers: Infinity War’ plot got complicated 

Jack Lowden said it was "immense" filming 'Dunkirk'.
The 27-year-old actor plays Spitfire pilot Collins in
Christopher Nolan's latest World War Two epic and

admitted the filmmaker didn't want to use much CGI, and
one day there were more than 1,000 extras on the Dunkirk
beach.  Speaking to The I Paper, he said: "That was
immense. He doesn't like to use a lot of CGI, so you would
be confronted with this spectacle every day. I think we
had 1,200 extras on the beach one day; it was an incredi-
ble sight. And the flying scenes were pretty cool. We were
up in the air, over the Channel, flying Spitfires, so that was
great." Nolan - who helmed the hit 'Dark Knight' Batman
trilogy - researched 'Dunkirk' by watching real life footage
and reading records from the British-led rescue mission in
1940 in which 330,000 Allied troops were rescued from
the clutches of the Nazis. Speaking at the world premiere
of the movie London's Odeon on Leicester Square, the 46-
year-old filmmaker said: "I was looking at a lot of firsthand
accounts of people who were there. I want people to see it

in the big screen and feel like what it was like on the
beach or be in small boat. I wanted to make the film feel
real. I watched archive footage of what it was like. It was
about realism for me and staging it in front of a camera
rather than green screen." The idea of realism and
authenticity was something important for Nolan who
even made Harry Styles change the way he tied his
shoelaces as soldiers would have done it a specific way.
Styles said: "When I heard about Chris doing it I was kind
of already excited to watch it to be honest and I just
wanted to be involved ... On my first day he told me my
laces were tied wrong." Lowden stars alongside many
well-known including Sir Kenneth Branagh and Sir Mark
Rylance, others are Nolan regulars such as Cillian Murphy
and Tom Hardy, as well as newcomers Fionn Whitehead
and One Direction star Styles.
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Holland responds
to Dunst's Spider-

Man criticism 

Tom Holland says Kirsten Dunst is entitled to criticize
'Spider-Man: Homecoming' but he doesn't care if she
sees the blockbuster. Back in June, the 35-year-old

actress - who played Mary Jane Watson in Sami Raimi's tril-
ogy between 2002 and 2007 - was dismissive of Marvel
Studios and Sony Pictures reboot of the character, which
saw the webslinging superhero join the Marvel Cinematic
Universe for the first time in 'Captain America: Civil War'.
New Spider-Man Holland has now responded to her com-
ments claiming he "doesn't care" if she sees the film or not
as things have now moved on. Speaking to Movie 'n' Co
UK, the actor said: "You know, she's entitled to her own
opinion and I'm not one to judge at all. I definitely am not
doing this movie for the money. I mean, it's a job that I
think anyone would do regardless of what you were get-
ting paid, you know? All I know is I had the greatest time
on this movie and I absolutely loved it and, you know, if
she doesn't want to go and see it, I don't really care. I don't
dislike her in any way for what she said and she's entitled
to her opinion, so it's all cool." The comments came after
Dunst claimed her and Tobey Maguire's films were the
"best ones" and that Spider-Man is only still going on the
big screen for financial reasons. She told Marie Claire mag-
azine: "We made the best ones, so who cares? I'm like, 'You
make it all you want.' They're just milking that cow for
money. It's so obvious. You know what I mean? I don't care.
Everyone likes our Spider-Man. Come on, am I right or
what? Listen, I'd rather be in the first ones than the new
ones." Holland played the Marvel comic book legend in
'Spider-Man: Homecoming' following Andrew Garfield's
two movie stint from 2012. Following the success of
'Spider-Man: Homecoming', both Marvel and Sony have
announced a sequel is slated for a 2019 release. Holland
will be reprising his wall-crawling role in the upcoming
'Avengers: Infinity War'.

Director Jaume
Collet-Serra
pulls out of

Suicide Squad 2

Jaume Collet-Serra has pulled out of directing
'Suicide Squad 2'. 'The Shallows' filmmaker was
the frontrunner to helm the DC Extended

Universe sequel but now Collet-Serra has signed
up to direct 'Jungle Cruise' for Disney starring
Dwayne Johnson, Deadline reports. Warner Bros
Studios have been on the hunt for a director after
David Ayer - who helmed the first movie - pulled
out to focus on 'Gotham City Sirens'. Mel Gibson
was previously linked with the vacant director's
chair, but was adamant it was all just speculation.
He said: "I don't know. I just met some guys about
story points. It's not a done deal or anything, but
it's just fun to shoot the pool, you know, when it
comes to stories. I love doing it. And if we can ele-
vate any type of concept, it's good. We'll see."
Other filmmakers in the running to helm the
sequel included Jonathan Levine, Daniel Espinosa
and Ruben Fleischer, who has since took over
directing 'Venom' for Sony Pictures. Joel Kinnaman
admitted he "definitely" wants to return to the
franchise as special forces operative Rick Flag, and
confirmed work is currently underway on a script,
with shooting expected to commence "sometime"
in 2018. Speaking back in June, he said: "As far as I
know they're writing the script and I think the plan
is to shoot it sometime in 2018, but that could
change. I think I'll definitely come back for it."
Though he hasn't seen a plot for the film yet,
Kinnaman, 37, knows what he'd like to see his
character get up to in the sequel with the team of
supervillains, which includes Harley Quinn (Margot
Robbie), Deadshot ( Will  Smith) and Captain
Boomerang (Jai Courtney).

Tilda Swinton was wanted to play Pennywise the
Clown in the 'IT' remake. The 56-year-old actress is
said to have been wanted for the re-imagining of the

hit Stephen King novel by producer Barbara Muschietti
and her husband Andres, however, due to conflicting
schedules Swinton wasn't able to take on the role of the
monstrous child killer. Speaking to Joblo, Barbara said:
"Tilda Swinton wasn't available. No, no, I swear to God. She
was not. We had a slot to shoot the movie and she wasn't
available so she didn't even audition. "But of course, we all
thought about it." The new big screen version of Stephen
King's chilling novel about a child killer on the loose in an
American town - which was turned into a 1990 TV mini-
series starring Tim Curry as the terrifying Pennywise - is set
to hit cinemas this September. The role of Pennywise ulti-
mately went to 'Allegiant' star Bill Skarsgard, 26, who was
revealed to be so scary that he had to stay away from the
child co-stars during the shoot. Andres said: "Bill came in
and blew our socks off. Because he was doing his very own
interpretation of Pennywise, very erudite ... very, very
familiar with the novel and with Pennywise in the novel,
which for us was a huge help. Because we went in the cast-
ing process with the book in mind. We read the novel
when we were teens, we saw the miniseries much later in
the game, so Tim Curry's performance is extraordinary but
that is not necessarily what we link to Pennywise immedi-
ately. For us, the Pennywise is the Pennywise in the book
which is quite different. I think Bill went for that and he did
an amazing, amazing performance and we gave him sever-
al tests. Again, because he's a shape shifter, we wanted to
make sure that he could play in different grades, right?
And he did. He's amazing.  "And what's even more amazing

is that he kept the character very unpredictable, and that's
what scares us the most, when you don't know what way
he's going to go." 'IT' follows a group of young children
who are faced with their biggest fears when they square
off against Pennywise in Derry, Maine, after multiple chil-
dren go missing. The brave kids mature into adulthood
and are forced to revisit their horrors as one by one they
encounter Pennywise again. Muschietti has already
revealed that a plan for a sequel is in the works.

IT could have been 
Swinton for Pennywise 

John Cena has joined the cast of
'Bumblebee'.  The professional wrestler
has landed a lead role in the

'Transformers' spin-off movie, which will
focus on the yellow and black bot of the
same name, and he will star alongside
Hailee Steinfeld.  According to The
Hollywood Reporter, the forthcoming film
has a new release date of December 21,
2018, which will  see it go up against
Warner Bros.' 'Aquaman'.  Jason Drucker,
Abby Quinn, Rachel Crow, Jorge
Lendeborg, Ricardo Hoyos and Gracie
Dzienny are also set to star in the motion
picture, which kicked off production on
Monday. Lorenzo di Bonaventura and
Michael Bay - who directed the last five
'Transformers' films - will produce the
movie, along with executive producers
Steven Spielberg, Brian Goldner Mark
Vahradian and Chris Brigham.  The motion

picture will be written by Christina Hodson
and directed by 'Kubo and the Two Strings'
filmmaker Travis Knight, which will be his
live-action debut. The film will be set in
1987 and sees Steinfeld play Charlie, a
young woman preparing to turn 18 who
finds Bumblebee battered and broken, but
she soon discovers what it is capable of. Di
Bonaventura confirmed last week that the
20-year-old actress would play a major role
in the motion picture. He said: "We are
starting to shoot a week from today. We
had decided to do this well before 'The Last
Knight' had come out. "Our feeling was
that we wanted to give the audience a dif-
ferent experience. Bumblebee's designed
to be a more intimate movie. "What we're
trying to do is deliver, a love story may be
too strong of a term, but it is a coming of
age for Bumblebee and our lead character,
Hailee Steinfeld."

John Cena joins Bumblebee 

Ryan Reynolds has insisted Cable will
be "epic" in 'Deadpool 2'. The 40-
year-old actor will reprise his role as

Wade Wilson and his titular alter ego in the
upcoming sequel to the popular Marvel
movie, and has promised fans they won't
be disappointed by the introduction of the
movie's antagonist, who is played by Josh
Brolin. Speaking to Fandango, Ryan said: "I
think it's going to be very interesting. I've
spent this last week on the business end of
many Josh Brolin punches. Both verbal and
physical and literal and it's going to be
pretty fantastic. He's going to be epic. He's
going to be an epic Cable." Ryan's high
praise comes just after the movie's director

David Leitch said he "couldn't be happier"
with the casting of Josh, 49, whilst speak-
ing at San Diego Comic-Con last month. He
said: "When he graciously agreed to do the
role, Ryan and I were through the roof; we
love him. He's such a great actor, he brings
a humanity to Cable, but he also has the
depth of acting chops to hang with the
comedy when needed. He's bringing that
character to life in the short 12 days we've
been shooting and I couldn't be happier."
Meanwhile, T.J.  Miller - who plays
Deadpool's best friend Weasel - teased that
the second installment won't follow the
"same [story] in a different location" and
will instead involve "different stakes". He
said: "It's not going to be like 'Hangover 2',
it's not going to be the same movie in a dif-
ferent location, for instance. It's got differ-
ent stakes, different things happen, some
pretty tragic, dark things happens in the
first part of the film, in the beginning, and
the rest of the film is kind of dealing with
that, so that's interesting. But Weasel
remains just absolutely the most selfish
individual on the face of the planet." And
the star even believes 'Deadpool 2' could
be "funnier" than the first installment, as he
laughed so hard when reading the script
that he "dropped an iPad in a public restau-
rant". T.J. said: "This installment is going to
be more Weasel-icious than ever before. I
was crying so hard laughing that I dropped
an iPad in a public restaurant when I was
reading the script."
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